1999 BMW Z3 - ICONIC DAKAR YELLOW //
LOW MILES
ICONIC DAKAR YELLOW // LOW MILES

Price
Year of manufacture
Mileage
Gearbox

USD 48 007
GBP 34 995 (listed)
1999
41 503 mi /
66 793 km
Manual

Drive

LHD

Interior colour

Black

Condition

Used

Location
Fuel type

Petrol

Number of seats

2

Exterior colour

Yellow

Number of doors

2

Car type

Coupé

Performance
Drivetrain

321 BHP / 326 PS
/ 240 kW
2wd

Description
FOR SALE; BMW Z3 M COUPE // ICONIC DAKAR YELLOW // LOW MILES
EQUIPMENT
LHD, Differential Lock, Remote Control Central Locking, Green Windscreen Shade Band, Electrical
Glass Roof, Sports Seats, Heated Seats, Air Conditioning, BMW 6-CD Changer, Multifunction M Sports
Steering Wheel, Electric Windows, Driver and passenger airbags, Tool Kit, Spare Wheel and Jack.
EXTERIOR
This exquisite example is finished in a bright shade of Dakar Yellow, an iconic shade of the period
which makes for a perfect combination of the M-Coupes striking lines and dynamic presence. The
paintwork presents in fine order with few stone chips or blemishes, the only mark a touched in key
scratch on the rear quarter. All of the black window surrounds and chrome details are in good
condition and provide excellent contrast to the yellow paintwork.
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INTERIOR
The two-tone leather sports seats are in excellent condition and remain free from any sagging or
damage, still feeling firm and supportive. The smart black and grey two-tone combination offers
layers of depth that is carried through to the door cards and centre console, all of which is in fine
order with no scuffs or marks. The chrome additions to dials, gear gaiter, dash rings and light pull
switch provide a stylish lift to a beautifully finished cabin with all switch gear feeling solid to operate
and showing minimal wear.
The carpets are perfectly clean throughout, protected in the foot-wells with a set of black over-mats
showing no signs of wear. All of the tools and spare wheel are still present, situated under the boot
carpet which remains spotlessly clean.
ENGINE &amp; TRANSMISSION
Start up and test are faultless, with the venerable inline 6 providing plenty of torque to ensure that
the car is as happy at cruise as climbing the revs – a perfect compliment to the long ratio 5 speed
‘box and the handling characteristics of this potent sports GT. Having never covered more than 6k
miles in between services the engine and drivetrain are in excellent health.
The ZF Type C 5-speed manual gearbox feels tight and precise shifting through the gears, handling
the power perfectly.
WHEELS, TYRES &amp; BRAKES
This M Coupe sits on the correctly finished 17″ Starfish wheels with the deep rear dish on the rear
providing that typically broad, aggressive stance. With matching Goodyear Eagle F1 tyres showing
plenty of tread.
The brakes feel strong and confident bringing the car to a standstill quickly and smoothly.
HISTORY FILE
This sublime Z3M was first registered in Japan in 1999 where it’s lived most of it’s life until being
bought over to the UK in July 2017.
The service intervals read as follows;
1,998 kms, 9,595 kms, 10,913 kms, 18,526 kms, 27,936 kms, 36,947 kms, 42,744 kms, 51,454 kms,
56,172 kms, 60,814 kms, 62,816 kms, 65,735 kms, all carried out in Japan
Supporting paperwork supports the service entries and are featured in the history file as well as the
original owners book. The car is registered in the UK with all taxes paid.
Please visit our website for a full write up and additional photographs.
The car is supplied having had an extensive intake inspection. Warranty, Finance, Part Exchange and
Worldwide shipping are all available on request.
Buy with confidence: we operate from a 10,000sq ft indoor showroom with the support of a fully
functioning 4000sq ft preparation and service centre that includes a professional photo studio that is
used by Top Gear, McLaren and Alpine Stars. We have a passionate team that work incredibly hard to
ensure all our motor cars go through our rigorous and unique sales process so they are presented in
the best possible condition and light, then found homes all over the world.
Keep up to date: Follow us on Facebook, Twitter and instagram. Register on our webpage for the
latest stock updates.
** SIMILAR VEHICLES ALWAYS REQUIRED**
Selling? Our commission sale or SOR (Sale or Return) program is a great way to utilise and access
our services and facilities while still maximising the return from your vehicle with minimal hassle, If
you’d like to take advantage of this then please get in touch for further information. Alternatively If
you’d like to move your vehicle on quickly and efficiently with minimal delay then we can make an
offer on an outright purchase basis with payment and collection arranged soon after.
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Title Mr
First name Lucas
Last name Hutchings
Unit 12b Image Automotive
Lynwick Street
Rudgwick
West Sussex
RH12 3DH
United Kingdom
Phone +44-01483338901
http://www.millenniumheroes.com
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